Product Owner Aptitude Test
Instructions for the Facilitator

Print or copy pages 2 and 3 of this document (Exercise Overview and Scenario) to give to the candidate.
Make sure to keep the "Instructions for the Facilitator", "Scoring Sheet" and "Scoring Guidelines" for
internal use only.
Give the candidate 30 min to complete this assignment. If the candidate is virtual, have them complete
the test on their computer and send their final work to you and the hiring manager. Please provide the
candidate with some suggested free tools for their use:
https://cardboardit.com
https://conceptboard.com
https://coggle.it
If the interview is in person have the candidate complete the test in a quiet room with a whiteboard,
whiteboard markers, sticky notes and a Sharpie.
Once the candidate has completed the test have the hiring manager grade their work based on the
guidelines in this document and the expectation that the hiring manager has for the individual in the
role.
Add the final score of the test to the Interview Script and keep all work to maintain a defensible hiring
decision. If the candidate completed the work virtually make sure to save a copy of their work. If the
candidate completed the test in person, you can take a picture of the whiteboard with their work and
save the file or print and add to the interview materials.
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Product Owner Aptitude Test
Exercise Overview

The purpose of this exercise is to understand your requirements definition style. We want to see how
you define MVP, organize information, identify gaps in data, prepare user stories and build acceptance
test criteria. This exercise is timed because we often have to move quickly. We do not expect you to
prepare a fully-defined backlog for this Product, we expect you to layout the epics and dive deep on
one or two features to show us how you would go about preparing this for a development team.
The format and program you choose to execute this exercise is up to you, please ask us for a
recommendation on virtual tools if you are in need of a suggestion. You have 30 minutes and we want
to see at least 3 of the following artifacts:
3 Features
3 User Stories
3 ATC
You will have 30 min to complete this exercise.
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Scenario

You work for a company called Global Book Club, a membership-based organization specializing in
helping users connect to book clubs all over the world in their own language. Users subscribe to Global
Book Club and can join as many clubs as they wish. The platform provides a virtual meeting environment
and calendar booking function. Users can request to join book clubs or start their own. Book club
owners can offer descriptions of their book club, invite users by email, accept and reject new members,
schedule book club meetings and provide book recommendations to their club. General users can set up
their account, including their language preferences, search for book clubs and request to join.
Global Book Club is expanding its product line and launching an eReader function to their existing
platform. Users will be able to use their existing accounts to actually read the books in their book club
instead of taking the recommendation and finding the book on other platforms or buying the physical
book.
Some specifics on the eReader feature:
The eReader function is a paid feature, protected by a paywall
Users must sign up for the feature in order to use it
Users do not have to use the eReader to be part of book clubs
Books are displayed in the language the user has indicated in their Global Book Club account
settings
Users can use the eReader platform to mark their place in a book, look up word definitions, highlight
content and comment on it, highlight content and save the snippet
Users can chat with members of their book club about the book they are reading while using the
Reader
Users can search for new books, see their reading history, mark books as their ‘Favourite’ and can
read multiple books at once
Users can see if other members of their book club(s) have read a book
Use of the eReader is paid monthly and added to the Global Book Club membership invoice
This feature is brand new and the stakeholders have not defined MVP. They want the first iteration
released in 2 months. They are expecting a feature-full version to be released in 6 months.
Your first sprint planning meeting is coming up and you need to prepare requirements for the
development team to estimate. Include as much detail as you can. Please feel free to make assumptions
on functional requirements where you need to but identify the assumptions you have made.
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Scoring Sheet - Internal Use Only
Product Owner Aptitude Test
Candidate Name::______________________
Interview Date and Time:

_______________

Overalll Notes:
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Scoring Guidelines

Did the candidate provide a minimum of:
3 Features
3 User Stories
3 ATC
Logical organization:
Did the candidate organize the requirements into features to be explained in the sprint planning
meeting?
Did the candidate group logical ATC under user stories?
Did the candidate handle assumptions well?
Did the candidate present the requirements in the right hierarchy?
Agile artifacts:
Did the candidate define MVP?
Did the candidate identify features, user stories and ATC properly?
Did the candidate build user stories in the proper format?
Do the requirements demonstrate a logical user journey as laid out?
Presentation:
Was the candidate clear in their explanation of the requirements?
Did the candidate clearly explain MVP, why they defined it that way and what stakeholders may expect
for future releases?
Did the candidate have confidence in their requirements?
Did the candidate have a firm grasp on the features, user stories and ATC they were explaining?
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Let us help.
You've got a lot on your plate. We can help you hire
the right person for this critical role.

Our experienced team can help you narrow down the
characteristics and questions you should cover in your
PO interviews.

Our resident Product Owner can talk you through
the role and what you should expect from
candidates.
We can sit in on the interviews with you to provide
an unbiased, completely fresh perspective on the
candidate and what they have to offer.

info@egiinc.ca
egiinc.ca
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